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I have been wondering what I should talk about
tonight. Probably you would like to hear from me, not about
your profession, but about my own profession, which, certainly
on an occasion like this, is not palitics but diplomacy and
intErnational affairs . I know that you are interested in this
because international affairs affect the life of your communities .
It was not very long ago in Canada that these matters seeme d
very remote from us, remote from the small communities in
which we lived, but we'have learned since 1914, rrr we should
have learned, that what happens in Korea affects Main Street,
what happens in places called Sharm-el-Sheikh and Gaza (names
which we used to hear occasionally in our Sunday School lessons)
often have a very deep and immediate meahing for the life of our
own country and our own community . I know that your interes t
in these matters is just.as great as mine, for I also know that
many members of your Association travelled, under the sponsor--
ship and chaperonage of Mra McCormick, to Europe not so very
long ago . I hope that the interest which you already had in
international affairs waa enlivened and degpenêd~o~y~personal
experience of what is going on in other countriés .

It is, of course, a healthy thing that everybod y
in this country, whatever we may be doing, should be interested
in and concerned with international affairs and diplomacy -
things that used to be far removed from the life of the average
man . The permanent Head of the British Foreign Office, who wrote
his memoirs a few months ago, said -- I was reading his book a
little while ago -- that in a world where war is everybody's
tragedy and everybodyts nightmare, diplomacy is everybody's
business . And so it is . I assure you that the tempo in this
profession is not slow add that in following it I am, as Mr .
McCormick has said, very.often not close enough to my own
community . But üido try whenever I get the opportunity, and
this is a good opportunity, to bring the policies which we
are trying to follow, the ideas which we have in the Goverrnen t
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on foreign policy, "*to" the-péople "and -the'couritry because it
is important that"they shôùld-know what-we are trying to do .
We have"more-active debates on foreign policy*in the House -
of'-Commons now than we used to have . There'-is a-good deal more
discussiori :of it . '-There"is more information given and'theré is
more âdvice received-, and -that- is-'all- to"the good . -''Personally
I have been criticized from both extremes, and no one should
complain about that . I was criticized in-a newspaper the other
day for talking too much, and a'few days later r read a newsm
paper which driticized me because'I did"not--say enough about
the principles underlying our foreign policy .

One of the difficulties that confronts a Foreign
Minister in a democratic country these days is that so much
of diplomacy is now conducted in public ; so much of it i s
now conducted by the political representatives of the'government
instead of the professional diplomatic representative, as used
to be the case fifty or one hundred years ago . While I believe
in the maximum amount of information in diplomacy for those'who
are bound to feel the results of failure or success in diplomacy,
and while I think the people of a democratic country shoul d
know all about the principles and policiéssunder which their
government are operating in this field, I still believe, pro-
bably more so now than when I first took on this job, that
very often the most constructive negotiations could be done
better in private than in public .

I think the people should know a~l about our policies
and principles, but I must say that I get a little worried at
times about the modern tendéncy actually to negotiate difficult
and complicated problemsbetween states in public. We get some
very dramatic examples of the value, if you like, but also of
the weaknesses of that kind of diplomacy at the United Nations .
Too much of the time diplomatic negotiations in'the United
Nations resemble working in a goldfish-bowl with a microphone-
and a television camera in the middle of it~ Very often diplo-
pâcy in camera is more successful than diplomacy"before the
camera! However, I do not suppose :we can do very much about-
that2 about returning to the old state of affairs when things
were done quietly . As I get older in this game, however, I
must say I appreciate more and more the value of diplomacy by
quiet negotiation between experts in contrast to diplomacy by
noisy discussion between politicians .

Lord Strang, this is the man I quoted a few moments
ago, had something to say about this in the same book . He said -
and he was a professional diplomat -- that those of us who have
spent a good part of our lives drafting instructions for ambassa-
dors know how severe a test of policy that is . It is smal l
wonder then that in the climate of today, a minister may sometimes
be tempted to take an easier way - to jump into an aircraft with
only a general idea of his policy, with no precisely defined
formulation of it, and go and talk around a table with his
opposite number in the hope that by a kind of joint improvisation
something useful may come out of the meeting . The temptation is



to think that"a conference.-is a"substitute for a policy .
That 'temptation--is a very real one to~-day in respect of our
negotiations through the United Nations o

There is a tendency,~~and it-has been very noticeable
in the last two to three months, to avoid,--and Iam not
talking about any one goRernment orany one country--facing
some of the realities of national policy in foreign affairs by
saying we will leave it all to the United'Nationsa This is
illustrated, I think, very well by our discussions in New'-York
on the'Middle Easto This, in its turn, often puts-burden son the United .Nations which are almost too heavy for that
organization to bear. We must not use it as an escape from
our own absence of policy or from our own difficulties . United
Nations' discussions are no substitute for wisely conceived '
and intelligently executed national foreign policies

0
Iam one

who really believes strongly in the United Nations as the
hope'of humanity in the long run, because if we cannot work
out something through an organizaticn like the United Nations
for peace, there is not going to be very much cause for optimism
in our future . But as one who does believe in the United Nations,
I deprecate this tendency to leave tco many things to the Orga-
nization and to misunderstand what it can do and what it cannot
do .

I have noticed in reading newspapers and listenin g
to discussions in and out ofParliament, a growing misconception
of the power and the authority, of the functions of the United
Nations . I have noticed a growing criticism of it, bor n
of its frustrations and weaknesses, and of the dangers of
international affairs generally

. I have noticed a growing
tendency to complain - "why dcesntt the United Nations do this,
why doesn't it do that and why doesntt it take action aiïd why
doesn't it order so and so out of such and such a placeo" The
basic fact about the United Nations, one which we should never
forget, is that it is not a super-state, it can pass no laws,
it has no army to erïforce its recommendations, and there is no
body of international law behind them, although we'are trying
to develop thato The United Nations is merely a collection of
national governments trying, thrôûgh international discussion,
to secure certain ends by a majority vote - by a two-thirds
majority voteo The United Nations - I am talking now about the
United Nations Assembly in particular --can act only through
recommendations which have nothing but moral force bëhind them,
though moral force can, on occasion, be pretty strong and pretty
important o

Therefore, the Unf.ted Nations can only do what two-
thirds of its members wish'it to do by voting for a resolutione
We had a good illu'stration, not long ago in the Assembly, of
what the United Nations can do and what it cannot do when we
were discussing the question of the United Nations Emergency
Force for the Middle Easto Those were very dramatic and tense
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times in New York when things wére"deteriorating pretty
rapidly and no one knew what was going-to happen--ôn the-
morrow. It seemed at that "timé9 "and- it "was 'a general
opinion, that one'way out of this difficûlty would be to set
up -- I am talking âbout the difficulty of tYie' fighting in
the Suez - and- thé possibiiity of thât conflict" spreading
and the danger-of intervention from outside in-a way which
might-hâve"brought about the awful horrot' of'WorTd War"II

I it seemed then that one way to avoid it was-tô'interpose
some kind of United Nations policy agency between the donflic-
ting forces . That was done, as--yoiz know, -bût it was done only
because enough members of the United Nations wère"willing to
vote certain functions and authority for'the United Nations
Emergency Force, and were willing9 by voluntary action- to
make it effective ; because those governments which were par-
ticularly concerned with the operation-of the Force,-especially
governmeiits in whose territory it was operating, were'willing
to allow it to function there and operate`there . This is by
way of explaining the limits under which such a force must work .

-
q .

Bût also, this was a very encouraging experiment
for the future . At least I-hope it will be . It is still too
soon to say whether it is going to work, but we did'show at
the time, I think, that in an emergency, in a crisis, the
United Nations can act'quickly and effectively and improvise
a police force which could be"of very great value for limited
purposes . It cannot fight its'way into any country . It
cannot begin to operate even as a police force against a great
power, but it can and did intervene between .two-parties t o
a conflict and it has been, up to the present, effective in
securing and supervising a cease-fire . I am told that in its
short' life, and this Force has only had a life of a very fèw
months, it has built up an organization, an'esprit'de corps,
a morale, which would do credit to any national expeditionary
force

. If that is true, and I think it is true, a good deal
of credit goes to the Canadian Commander of the Forceo I
learned the other day abbut some of the difficulties and some
of the inspiration General Burns felt at being commander of
the first international force of this kind in history ; and how
well these national contingents were working together and how
they-wére building up, under the blue flag of the United
Nations, an international morale, an esprit de corps ; how the
various national elements were vying with each other in doing
their jobs efficiently . One of the national contingents --
they must have been picked men and they must have been sent
there under implicit instructions to win friends and influence
people -- were not only extremely well-disciplined and kept
their camps in fine coiiditibn, but they were particularly
courteous and friendly to everybody . They did not know the
language of the country, they did not know French or English
but they knew enough to smile at everybody whom they met and
they knew enough to make a good impression on everybody .

, I
iNations EmergencyForcewhich,aifeitscantbenmade ~toi Unitedwork, ma y



be of great value for the future ;-within the limited sphere
of operation-'which is permitted" under the'"United- Natiâns -
Chartëro But-~ I emphasize'-âgain that this-is-"Timited, and
that the Unitèd Nations Assembry"can" do"nôthing`except'-.carry- "--
out the wishes by voluntary action of two-thirds of its members a

There i s another limitation' of which ' we arè s I-
think2'becoming increasingly consc.iouso Agains'the event s
of the last two to three months have driven this home,- I have
talked about the"necessity of getting a-two=thirds majority
for'recommendationso You can understand what that means in
terms'-of manoeuvering and lobtÿing and trying to work out the
necessary majority for your particular resolutiano We operate
downLthere4 of course, on the basis of the sovereign equa-1ity„
of all stateso One "state, one voteo That means that the vote
of Liberia is just as important as the vote of the Unite d
States of America when the roll is cal7.edo Now9"in the Security
Council there is not this equality .of voting privilege because
the big powers, the permanent members of the Council9 have
a veto . This is a recrogniticn of the differential of power and
responsibility between memberso ',.In the Assembly there is no
such recognition ; there is no such distinctiono Yet in the
exercise of this new authority that is being given to the
AssremblyP because the Security Council has so often failed to
act, we are beginning to_see that the same kino of differential
is working itself out9!~_aYtr.ough in a different wayo Whereas
you have the single power veto in the Council, we are now
beginning to develop in the Assembly - - and this is a develop-
ment which has possibilities of great danger for the .future of
the United Nations bloc voting and bloc veto . More and more
members of the Assembly are getting together in trying to pool
their voting powero Up to a point this is perfectly all right,
but if it is carried "too far the bloc vote of the Assembly
can have just as damaging an effect on the United Nations as
the individual veto has had on the Security Council ,

There are . of course, blocs and blocs at the
United Nationso There is the Communist bloc uhich always
votes as a unit, and which has four new members this yearo
It is a solid vote and it has never beenl :known to spYit o

Over the ten years of United Nations existence
there has never been one deviation in the voting record of
that bloc ; no one member of"that bloc has ever voted against
the wishes of the Soviet Uniono On one occasion' 2 or 3
years ago, when one of the satellite states put forward a
motion of its own, it apparently had not cleared it with the
Russians, who did not like it . When the voting camet this
country had to vote ag ainst its own motiono Wells this is one
kind of bloc o

But there are other blocso There is the Common-
wealth bloco Now the Commonwealth bloc' I assure you, does
not always vote as a unita The Commonwealth. and we should
not forget this' consists of the United Kij}gdom as its heart
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and centre, but it'also consists of-threP Asian members ôf
the United-Natibns, as well as of Australia, New Zealând,
South Africa ând Canada . Therefore, the policy 6f-the
Commonwealth'members in respect of United Nations problems
is not alwa y"s the same . It would be surprising if it-were
when you consider the inevitable"difference of, approach to ~
problems between India and, if you like, New Zealand

*
But

the value of the Commonwealth bloc is that we are always
trying to get together, and when we cannot support each other,
and we do not always find it possible to do that, we do our
best to understand each otherts position and try to remove
gaps between those positions if we possibly'cano We hav e
our meetings of the Commonwealth delegations regularly,
every few days . No matter how far apart we may be on any
particular issue we meet together and we try, by discussion,
to understand each other=s point of view and, when possible,
to support each other . This is the kind of bloc that makes a
constructive contribution to the As`sembly work, and it is far
removed*from the other kind we were talking about, the
Communist bloc .

Then there is another aspect of United Nations
activities which has caused some anxiety among those of us
who have attended the United Nations Assemblies . This is the
growing feeling against what are called colonial powers ; and
the use of the United Nations Assembly by countries which have
just recefitly gained their national freedom, to force the
pace of national developments in colonies -- even when it
would be wise, at times, probably, I was going to say, to slow
up that pace . I do not mean quite that, but I believe that
there are occasions when colonial peoples who are given inde-
pendence are free only in name and in law and not in f act o
They can become the victims of the first great power which has
predatory designs on them . Perhaps it would be better for
such people if they took a Little more time and won their
independence by a more orderly and constructive process so
that when they do gain freedom they would be strong enough t o
hold it .

The United Nations Assembly -- ahd I do not think
we can criticize it for this ; in any event it was bound to
happen -- has now become a platform for the expression of the
desire and the determination of all peoples to gain independence
with the least possible delay . Perhaps the greatest revolution
in our time is not that of 191 7 in Russia, but the revolution
which is taking place among the uncounted millions in Asi a
and Africa ; the awakening of these people from the slumber of
centuries and their determination to secure not only national
freedom but greater human welfare than they have ever known
before . That determination is expressing itself every day at
the United Nations, in practically every debate we have down
there . As a result of this, unfair attacks have been levelled
at what are called the colonial powers . Very often we on the
Western side get impatient at this criticism of colonial powers
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when it is applied only to"those empires who have colonies
across the seas, and not to the colonial imperial power
which has been subjugating neighbouring statesO I am
thinking, of course, of Russiao The greatest colonial and
imperialist power perhaps in all history is the Russian
Communist" Einpire of todayo Yet day after day we listen to
the representative of the Russian state and its satellites
at the United Nations attach coutitries like France and Great
Britain who have done .so much in the last century to lead
peoples to independence . It is hard-to listen to attack s
on these nations by countries who have done nothing but subdue
free people and are still trying to do that . I also hope ,
as one who believes in the United Nations, that newly inde-
pendent powers will show an increasing sense of responsibility
in this matter and that there will be a growing appreciation
of what countries like France and Great Britain have done to
lead people to freedom, as against the reactionary policie s
of Communist despotism .

There is another danger ; the development of a
double standard of principle and practice in respect of
Assembly resolutions . We pass resolutions aimed at forcing
Communist powers to take certain action, for instance, in
Hungary, and our resolutionsare treated by these powers with
contempt, and we cannot do very much about it except focus
public opinion, the moral opinion of the world, on their
misdeeds . That is somethingo But when we pass a resolution
which is aimed at a power like Great Britain or like France
which has a "decent respect for the opinion of mankindP9

,

it accepts the decision and takes action accordingly in ccmplying
with it . It is becoming pretty hard for them, however~ whe n
they compare what they do about United Nations resolutions with
what others refuse to do . If this double standard of practice
and principles goes too far, it is bound to weaken the prestige
of the Organization and the respect people have for it o

I have been talking about some of the weaknesses of
the Organization, which are our own weaknesses, and some of
which have become quite apparent in the last 4 or 5 months .
But I would not like to finish on that note . What we have
to do is to do our best to-strengthen the Organtzation ; to
remove these weaknesses, to make it a more efficient agency
for peace and the settlement of international disputes .
Even in its short history of ten years, with all its weaknesses,
the United Nations has some very great achievements to its
credit . Those who criticize it, and some of these critic s
are becoming pretty vocal these days and seem to be increasing
in number, those who criticize should look back and see what
would have happendd in certain partsnof the world if the United
Nations had not been in existence during the last ten years .
They should also look forward and try to show how we could
Possibly be better in any way if it were not to continue in
existence .
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I do not know anything more futile or"foolis h
than to depreciate and iMicû.le'the United Nations as a mere
talking-shopo It is also foolish to ignore its achievementse
It'is"true it has not done what we hoped it would do . I-"
remémber-ten, nearly eleven' years ago, at the San Francisco
Cofiférence, when we were filled with hope for the future ; and
thougltt we had a means of freeing man from the"scourge and
terror of future war ; indeed for a few brief moments we thought
we had discovered the promised land of international peace and
co-operationa A lot of illusions have been destroyed by hard
reality in those ten years . But we would be making a great arîd
tragid mistake if we abandoned our dreams completely, and retired
to the international anarchy of national policies without any
international organization at least to attempt to bring about
some international co-ordination of these national policies o

We should not ignore the weaknesses and the dangerous
trends in the United Nations, but rather try to remove the m
and to do the best we possibly can to strengthen this Organi-
zation, which still rembins our best hope ultimately for
internhtional co-operation on a world baàis o

When I say that, I do not mean to minimize the
importance of other international organizationso The United
Nations is the one world organization, but it does not take
the place of more limited, but at least in the field of security,
probably more important organizations . I am thinking particularly
of the North Atlantic Tre&tylOrganization and our Commonwealt hof Nations, '

As far as the Commonwealth is concerned, it has
a-untque and peculiar valueo But we will never understand
that value if we think of the Commonwealth only as a Common-
wealth of Anglo-Saxon members with Great BritAin as their
mother country. Four-fifths of the members of the Commonwealth
now come from the Asian world ahd a great and increasing value
of the Commonwealth in the future may well be found in the*fact
that it is a bridge between Asia and-the Westo If 'it-loses
that value it will certainly lose much-of its importance i n
the world at largeo We have gone through difficult times in
the Commonwealth in the last '2 or 3 months, but I hope that out
of these difficulties,•and the shocks to which we have been
subjected, will come a greater understanding of the differences
inside the Commonwealth and greater appreciation of the value
of this association between West and East o

Then there is NATO, which is a going concern in
the field of security and which means much more to us in
collective security and defence than the United Nations under
present conditions could possibly mean o

Above all, inside the NATO coalition, there is
Anglo-Franco-American co-operationo That ço~bpèration!hàs
had' strains .~put 1on . it Cin recont .' months ;' but: those strains



are being lessened . The damage to-close co-operation, I think,
is being repaired . Perhaps here again, as a'result"-of the
lessons we have léarned, we may be able to avoid similar
strains in the future .

I'was speaking in New York a few weeks ago . My
audience was almost entirely American and to them I had :this'
to say aboût our belief in NATO and in Anglo-Franco-American
cô-operation"which, I am"vain enough to think, reflects the
feeling of most Canadians .' Perhaps you will pardon me'-if I
close by repeating what I said on this particular occasion and
to that particular audience .

"The unity of NATO, its cohes~â .n- and strepgth,
depend primarily upon the closest Possible co-operation
between the United States, the United Kingdom and France .
They are the heart and soul - and much of-the muscle - of
the Atlantic Community and it ought to*be the task of all
of us to work for the maintenance and strengthening of the
good relationship between them. There is nothing that I
know of in contemporary international affairs which is
more important . "

Then I went on :

"Perhaps a•Canadian may be pardoned for showing a
special interest in this triangular relationship ; for
we are, in a sense, a part of every side of the triangle .

"The United States shares with us the North American
continent . We are linked with her by ties of friendship
and neighbourliness, of geography and trade and self -
interest . We could not break these links even if we
desired, and we would be very foolish if we tried .

"Our ties with Great Britain and France have a very
special ch arâcter, evolving from history and tradition
and race . We have with them a family relationship of a
kind which is easy to feel but hard to describe . It has
been driven deep into our national consciousness, into
our peoples' feelings . We Canadians have stood side by
side with the people of our two mother countries in dark
and dangerous days, in 1911+ and 1915 ; in 1939 and 1940 ;
days when, ~ ïf they had failed or faltered, freedom
throughout the world would have fallen." -

It is well for us to .remind ourselves of thes efacts in 1957 . This is a principle of Canadian foreign policy
which, I think, is accepted by all of us in this country,
which ever party we may belong to, as something of great value
in~this shifting and dangerous world . It is a world in which
we must look with hope, but also with realism, to the United
Nations. But one also in which we must base much of our hope
for the future on this most imp9rtant of all relationships,
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.that between the Commonwealth, France, and the United States .

Canada`has perhaps amore--important part to pla y
in this relationship than- is -at tïmes comfortablé for us .
We'talk a lot about our special privilegé because'we are
American,"we-are British and we are FrencY~, that we have
peculiar-opportunities for understandinga1T'three countrie s
on whom our future depends to such a great"extento But with
these privileges and these opportunities'come grave-respon-
sibilities . If at times at the United Nations and elsewhere
in the discharge of these responsibilities we seem to be"
accepting commitments which may appear to bea little`too"heavy
for a country of 16 million people, which has problems enough'
of its own at home, that is due, I think, to the fact, first,
that Canada has built up a reputation in war"and peace as a
country that acc6pts and discharges its responsibilities, that
has no particular axe to grind, no ambitions of an unworthy
kind .

I hope that we will continue to act in the discharge
of our international responsibilities in such a way as to
deserve the good repute which I think we have gained .

S/C


